
Jockey Box System with Sodastream

Black Liquid Connection

(upright, centre post)

Regulator Pressure 

Adjustment

Sodastream Adapter
Grey Gas 

Connection (Offset post)

Tap

1. Attach the taps to the shanks on the front of Esky.

2. Ensure regulator is turned off (anti-clockwise).

3. Screw the sodastream adapter firmly into the

regulator base, then screw the sodastream gas bottle

firmly into it.

Note: You can also use 16g gas bulbs, if so screw in till

you meet resistance then give a firm twist to pierce

and seal the bulb.

5. Cut clear hose to height of keg and attach to the

base of the spear (steel part with 2 posts and a ring pull

valve on it).

6. Fill the kegs with beer/cider/soft drink and then

screw in the spear.

7. Attach the gas line to the keg spear and turn the gas

on while holding the ring pull valve open for 3

seconds to flush out any air. 

8. Attach the liquid connection to the keg spear (black

adapter that is joined to taps).

9.Kit includes the black disconnect and tap shank

adapter + grey disconnect and swivel adapter, these 2

parts will allow you to use one of the keg out of the

box itself,

We recommend using water first to test for leaks 

before filling it with liquid.

1. With standard tap, set the pressure to zero (anti- 

clockwise) and then open tap over a glass. Turn up 

pressure slowly till you have a good pour.

2. You can then leave the pressure set to this level till 

end of session but turn up to 10psi to store or liquid 

will go flat.

3. With flow control taps leave at 10psi and adjust 

flow of tap using the lever on the side of it.

4. To disconnect the kegs you must make sure the 

pressure inside them is BELOW 10psi!
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